**FACT SHEET: GREEN BREAKROOM SUPPLIES**

**SUSTAINABILITY OPPORTUNITY**
Stanford University spends significant funds each year on breakroom supplies. Help your department reduce its carbon footprint by purchasing one of these suggested items through Office Depot, SmartMart, and online. These items have been vetted for sustainable materials and/or the ability to be recycled or composted.

**COMPOSTABLE SERVICE WARE THROUGH SMARTMART AND OFFICE DEPOT**

**Eco-Products® World Art™, Hot Cups**
Item #435858
- Made from 100% renewable resources. Lined with Ingeo™, a plant-based plastic.
- Compatible with zero-waste programs.
- Biodegradable Products Institute (BPI) .
- Eco-conscious approved

**Eco-Products GreenStripe Cold Cups**
Item #673173
- Compatible with zero waste programs.
- BPI compostable.
- ASTM compliant.

**Solo® Bare Compostable Hot Cups I**
Item #1629604
- Made of PLA paper for durability.
- Holds hot beverages.
- Compostable in a commercial composting facility

**Solo® Bare™ Heavyweight Paper Plates Perfect Pak™, 8 1/2”, Pack Of 250**
Item #411743
- Made from 100% plant-based renewable resources for sustainability.
- Compostable for easy disposal. ASTM-D6868 certified and Cedar Grove compost facility accepted.

**Chinet® 100% Recycled Heavy-Duty Paper Plates, 8 3/4”, Pack Of 125**
Item #225357
- Chinet plates feature a strong, durable design.
- Greener choice — contains 100% total recycled content.
- $22.00
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**Eco-Products® Sugarcane Plates, 9”, Pack Of 50**  
Item #405978  
- Made from 100% reclaimed, renewable material.  
- Biodegradable Products Institute (BPI).  
- $15.00

**Highmark® Compostable Bowls, 11.5 Oz, Ivory, Pack Of 50**  
Item #1259470  
- 100% sugarcane provides durability.  
- Compostable in a commercial composting facility.  
- $10.19

**Conserve® 12 Oz. Heavy-Duty Sugar Cane Bowls, White, Pack Of 100**  
Item #756330  
- No petroleum used in production.  
- Plant-based content — Made using tree-free agricultural products or by-products.  
- $30.00

**Solo® Bare™ Bowls, 12 Oz., Pack Of 125**  
Item #634819  
- Compostable in a commercial compost facility.  
- Made from 100% plant-based renewable resources.  
- $20.00

**COMPOSTABLE SERVICE WARE THROUGH INTERNET SUPPLIERS (NOT SMARTMART)**

**Eco-Products 6” Fork - Plantware® High-Heat Utensils**  
Item Code: EP-S012  
- The 6” dinner fork is fully compostable.  
- Strong and durable.  
- 1000 for $65.14  
- Available at [http://www.ecoproductsstore.com/6_inch_fork-plantware_high-heat_utensils.htm](http://www.ecoproductsstore.com/6_inch_fork-plantware_high-heat_utensils.htm)

**Eco-Products 6” Spoon - Plantware® High-Heat Utensils**  
Item Code: EP-S013  
- Heat tolerant Plantware® spoons that can be composted  
- 1000 for $65.14  
- Available at [http://www.ecoproductsstore.com/6_inch_spoon-plantware_high-heat_utensils.html](http://www.ecoproductsstore.com/6_inch_spoon-plantware_high-heat_utensils.html)
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Eco-Products 6” Knife - Plantware® High-Heat Utensils
Item Code: EP-S011
- Fully compostable Plantware® 6” Knives
- Now even more durable, but still 100% renewable
- 1000 for $65.14
- Available at: http://www.ecoproductsstore.com/6_inch_knife-plantware_high-heat_utensils.html

Eco-Products 7.75” Green Wrapped Straw
Item Code: EP-ST772
- 7.75” Green Wrapped Straw
- Both environmentally friendly and green in color!
- Made from a renewable resource, are commercial compost facility.
- Pack of 400 is $9.01
- Available at: http://www.ecoproductsstore.com/7_75_inch_green_wrapped_straw.html?query=5ABA5985-D8E5-5445-A2DF-E996E604FF2C&utm_content=Site_Reco

Aardvark straws:
- FDA-approved, eco-friendly paper straws.
- Made entirely of compostable paper
- Durable.
- 3,200 for $20.96
- Available at: http://www.aardvarkstraws.com/white-solid/jumbo-wrapped-white-straws

GREEN CLEANING SUPPLIES THROUGH OFFICE DEPOT AND SMARTMART

Purell® Advanced Green Certified Gel Instant Hand Sanitizer, 700 mL
Item #750388
- Kills 99.99% of the most common germs that may cause illness.
- USDA-certified biobased formulation.
- Compatible with latex, nitrile and vinyl gloves.
- Meets CDC and APIC recommendations.
- $14.00

Method™ Foaming Hand Wash, Sweet Water
Item # 473387
- All-natural scents leave no trace of chemical odors.
- Safe for most surfaces and the environment.
- $3.99
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**Seventh Generation® Natural Dish Liquid, 25 Oz.**  
Item #299590  
- Made with essential oils and botanical extracts to create a pleasant fragrance.  
- Nontoxic and biodegradable — free of petroleum-based cleaners and phosphates.  
- Kosher certified.  
- $6.00

**Method™ Dish Soap, Lemon Mint, 18 Oz.**  
Item #250585  
- Freshen the air with all-natural scents that leave no trace of chemical odors.  
- Non-toxic and biodegradable.  
- $3.99

**Green Works® Natural Bathroom Cleaner, 24 Oz.**  
Item #433925  
- Made with naturally derived cleaning ingredients. Leaves behind no harsh chemical residue.  
- Safe to use on surfaces throughout the bathroom.  
- Certified to EPA Design for Environment standards  
- $4.00

**PURE Hard Surface Disinfectant And Sanitizer, 32 Oz.**  
Item #110014  
- Meets Sustainability Program criterion.  
- Kills resistant pathogens such as MRSA, MDM-1 and VRE.  
- Odorless, non-corrosive, non-flammable and non-irritating.  
- Meets EPA category 4 requirements and contains no VOCs.

**Seventh Generation® Natural Nontoxic All-Purpose Cleaner, 32 Oz**  
Item #299645  
- Nontoxic and biodegradable.  
- Free of chlorine, acids, caustics, petroleum-based ingredients and dyes, glycol ethers, strong acids.  
- Kosher-certified formula is not tested on animals.

**Method™ Glass & Surface Cleaner, 28 Oz.**  
Item #511730  
- Naturally derived, nontoxic and biodegradable formula.  
- Plant-based powergreen™ technology eliminates dirt, dust and pesky hand prints. In the glass cleaner, instead of ammonia, a corn-based solvent is used to eliminate dirt, dust and pesky hand prints.  
- $3.99

MORE INFORMATION  
CARDINAL GREEN PURCHASING  
sustainable.stanford.edu/purchasing

CONTACT  
Moira Hafer, Sustainability Specialist, mbhafer@stanford.edu